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school & 
interpreta-

tion 
center

fall 2011
international 

studio
professor:                

claudio vekstein
location:
puerto gaboto, 
argentina

partner: josh 
lopeman

The grid of dirt 
roads was lined by 

vacant buildings.  The 
only life was seen near 
the river and in informal 

structures.

catalytic insertions | international studio

As a part of a two-
member team I worked 

as a project manager and 
graphic designer.  My key 

responsibilities were 
presentation graphics 
and line drawings as 

well as keeping the 
team on point in terms 

of our overall vision for 
the design. I worked with 
my partner designs to 

balance and optimize 
ideas.      
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The lines 
between 

public and 
private blurred 

to break the 
domineering grid 

of the town

catalytic insertions | international studio

school & 
interpreta-

tion 
center

The urban plan 
was based on a 
reading of what was 
happening in the small 
town and  called for points of energy 
to reinvigorate a dying town.  Our goal 

was to offer the town some tools to help 
generate growth rather than proposing an 
overpowering  architectural scheme.  With 

both the school and interpretation center, 
blurring the lines of public and private space 

were key to integrating the spaces into the 
existing landscape



kirkassociates@aol.com, sitetek1@cox.net, gilcrest@asu.edu
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public 
market & 

visitors 
center

kirkassociates@aol.com, sitetek1@cox.net, gilcrest@asu.edu

kirkassociates@aol.com, sitetek1@cox.net, gilcrest@asu.edu

kirkassociates@aol.com, sitetek1@cox.net, gilcrest@asu.edu

sensing place | thesis

spring 2012 
thesis studio

professor:                
claudio vekstein

location:
puerto gaboto, 

argentina

In 2010, Islas de 
Santa Fe- a national 

park was established. 
Puerto Gaboto is its main 

entry point.

Sensing place looks to 
provide an infrastructure 

where citizens and tourists 
cancoexist beneficially 

including: 
 --A covered public market to facilitate a 

tourism economy for citizens 
 --A visitors pavilion that acts as a 
gateway to the national park including 
docks and interpretation space

 --Infrastructure pieces that are repeated 
along the main road and throughout the 

town to promote a sense of place



The entire site acts as a sensory filter, 
preparing visitors to let go of the built 
environment before traveling to the 
preserve.  After experiencing the intensity 
of the, market visitors pass through the 
pavilion experiencing more individualized 
spaces where they can hear stories of the 
preserve, touch fishing equiptment, smell 

the flora, see maps and 
images, and taste fish 

from the river.  A ripple 
effect occurs as 

different senses 
are explored 
and the sensory 

experience is 
intensified.
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“You can smell 
the fish, but 

there’s no where 
to taste it”

Puerto 
Gaboto’s only 

economy comes 
from the river: 

visitors and fish.

sensing place | thesis

public 
market & 

visitors 
center



The light vessel was a 5 week study in 
mateials.  The main focus was on the 
interaction between light and concrete.  
Later iterations added wood and metal.  
My studies focused on the bouncing 
of light within the space and later on 
the rhythm of shadow on the wall.  The 
hands on experience with concrete has 
helped me in understanding construction. 

The fast paced nature of 
the project was a problem 

in itself and required 
fast thinking 

and building 
solutions.
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light vessel | meditations on making

light 
vessel

summer 2011
materials
professor:                
eric weber
location:
phoenix, az
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Theater

spring 2011
professor:                

tom hartman
location:
seattle, washington
partner: ken harker, 
yan ren

shadow  play | theater

As a part of the team I provided the 
most experience with construction 
documents and programming.   My 
responsibilities included renderings, final 
sections, as well as programming and 
conceptual work.   The project consisted of the remodel 
of an existing building and a new building across the 
street.  Our approach was to enhance the experience 
of arrival to the theater with respect to the avant-garde 
nature of the theater group.  Our team embraced the 
gritty nature of On The Boards and worked to create a 
building that pushed boundaries in the same way the 
theater group did.  Special attention was given to the 
street identity of the urban theater.



shadow  play | theater
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